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Abstract—Cooperative communication plays a vital role in
improving the error performance and throughput of a communication system. In this paper, we consider a cooperative diversity
system with a source (S), a relay (R) and a destination (D). The
major contribution of this paper is two fold: (1) closed form
symbol error probability (SEP) expression has been derived considering noncoherent binary frequency-shift keying (NC-BFSK)
modulation scheme for cooperative selection diversity system over
dependent and identical Nakagami-m fading channels assuming
correlation between all possible fading factors and (2) based
on the derived end-to-end average SEP expression, performance
analysis has been carried out for various special cases assuming
decode and forward (DF) protocol at the relay node. Monte
Carlo simulations are also performed to validate the derived
SEP expression.
Index Terms—noncoherent binary frequency-shift keying (NCBFSK), decode and forward (DF) protocol, Nakagami-m fading,
symbol error probability (SEP).

I. I NTRODUCTION
Small scale fading is one of the major impairment of
wireless channel encountered by radio signals. Diversity is a
promising solution to mitigate the adverse effects of small
scale fading. A new form of diversity called cooperative
diversity, where distributed relays in different geographical
locations will cooperate with the transmitter in processing and
forwarding the received signal to the destination node, with
commonly used relay protocols such as amplify and forward
(AF), decode and forward (DF), etc are proposed and its performance is analysed in [1]-[3]. Till now most of the wireless
communication literatures assume source-to-relay (SR), relayto-destination (RD), and source-to-destination (SD) links to
be statistically independent. However, there are some scenarios
where the relay nodes may come closer to source or destination
node [4]-[5] and all the nodes may be surrounded by very less
local scatterers. In such scenarios, most likely certain amount
of correlation exists between any of the given links (SR, SD,
and RD). Performance analysis of cooperative diversity system
over correlated Nakagami-m fading channels is less dealt in
the literatures. So comprehensive performance analysis of noncoherent binary frequency-shift keying (NC-BFSK) scheme
has been carried out assuming correlation between all possible
fading factors over identical Nakagami-m fading channels.

II. S YSTEM MODEL
We consider a cooperative diversity system comprising a
source, a relay, and a destination. All the fading channels
are modelled as 2m dimensional column vectors following
zero-mean Gaussian distribution. Meanwhile, the norm of
fading channels follow Nakagami-m distribution. Similarly,
all the additive white Gaussian noises are modelled as zeromean complex Gaussian random variable with variance 2N0 .
The complex information-bearing symbol transmitted from the
source node and detected at the relay node are denoted by s
and ŝ respectively and it is one of the two constellation points
in the signal space S. The complex baseband signal received
at the relay and destination is modelled respectively as
rsr = hsr s + nsr , rsd = hsd s + nsd ,

(1)

The decision rule for detecting the complex baseband signal
at the relay node is ŝ = arg {maxsǫS Re(s∗ h∗sr rsr )}.
Now the received signal at the destination node can be
modelled as
rrd = hrd ŝ + nrd ,
(2)
The decision rule at the destination node can be framed as

arg {maxsǫS Re(s∗ h∗rd rrd )} if γrd > γsd ,
ˆ
ŝ =
(3)
arg {maxsǫS Re(s∗ h∗sd rsd )} if γsd > γrd ,

where γsr , γrd , and γsd are the instantaneous signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) values which follow gamma distribution with
mean values equal to their corresponding average SNR values
(Γ).
III. P ERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
To derive the end-to-end SEP expression, we need to use
trivariate gamma distribution which can be obtained from
trivariate Nakagami-m distribution [6, eq.3] and is given by
fγsd ,γrd ,γsr (t1 , t2 , t3 ) =
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where W is the tridiagonal matrix which is given in [6,
eq.(2)] and it is the inverse of Green’s matrix whose elements
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where α1 = 1,1
Γ , βf sk = a+ Γ , andβf sk =
Γ . Now
the end-to-end average SEP expression for NC-BFSK scheme
from (5) and (6) is given by

Pe = PeSD + PeSRD .
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Γ , A = 2m + 2k + l, β = a +
Γ , and a = 2 .
Now the conditional error probability of source-to-relay-todestination (SRD) link is PeSRD (γsr , γrd ) = Pe (γsr ) (1 −
Pe (γrd ))+(1−Pe (γsr ))Pe (γrd ). By averaging the conditional
error probability of SRD link considering γrd > γsd over
trivariate gamma statistics given in (4), the average SEP
expression of SRD link can be obtained and is given by

PeSRD

Γ=Γ
0

10

SEP

are having closest possible values to an arbitrary correlation
matrix, p1,1 , p2,2 , p3,3 , p1,2 , and p2,3 are the elements of W,
B = 3m + 2k + 2l, v ′ = m + k, v ′′ = m + l, v = m + l + k,
and Γ(.) indicates the gamma integral function.
Now the conditional error probability conditioned on instantaneous SNR γ (in general) for NC-BFSK scheme is
γ
Pe (γ) = 12 e− 2 .
The average SEP expression of SD link considering γsd >
γrd can be obtained by averaging Pe (γ) over trivariate
gamma statistics given in (4). After simplification using [7,
eq.(6.455)], the average SEP expression is given by

(7)

IV. N UMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
Fig 1. shows the SEP versus average SNR plots of NCBFSK modulation scheme computed using (7) over correlated
Nakagami-m fading channels for various special cases and
different values of m. The special cases considered are strong
correlation between SD and RD links alone, strong correlation
between SR and RD links alone, and strong correlation among
all the links. It is assumed that the correlation values denote
the correlation coefficients of the underlying Gaussian process.
From the figure it has been inferred that there is a substantial
increase in the SEP performance as the fading severity decreases (or the value of m increases) as expected. Moreover,
it has also been inferred that there is a substantial improvement

Fig. 1. Performance comparison of triple correlated selection combining
technique for NC-BFSK modulation scheme

in the SEP performance over correlated Nakagami-m fading
channels assuming correlation between SR and RD links, when
compared to uncorrelated case. The improvement in the SEP
performance is due to the performance improvement of individual SR, SD, and RD links over correlated SR and RD fading
channels. However, when there is a strong correlation exists
between SD and RD links, there is a slight degradation in the
SEP performance which is due to the performance degradation
of SD link alone over correlated SD and RD fading channels
in the lower SNR regime. But in the higher SNR regime, the
SEP performance is independent of the correlation effects due
to the improved SEP performance and major impact of SRD
link on the end-to-end SEP compared to SD link. When all
the links are strongly correlated, the SEP performance is most
likely independent of the correlation effects in the lower SNR
regime and in the higher SNR regime there is a significant
performance improvement. Finally, Monte Carlo simulation
analysis well agree with the theoretical results, which validate
our analysis.
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